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ABSTRACT.

The common machinery for deriving movement in Minimalist studies of syntax

dwells on the diacritic feature, aka, the EPP feature, which is no more than an artificial stipulation that
says that things move because they have to without explaining why this necessity exists. If we build a
theory of syntax without such an EPP feature, interface-conditions are good candidates that are likely
to be responsible for the motivation for movements. Contiguity Theory pushes this idea, arguing that
phonological conditions play more roles in syntax than we traditionally assume and apparent syntactic
differences between languages are always the consequence of more fundamental phonological and
morphological parameters. By examining three puzzles concerning Japanese conditional clauses and
their interaction with wh-elements and concord adverbs, this paper investigates this theoretical
possibility and proposes that a requirement on the prosodic tree — the contiguity requirement
(Richards 2010, 2016, 2018; Branan 2018) — should obey another condition, which I call
CRYSTALLIZATION. Emphasis is put on the fact that the existence of such a condition is justified
on an acoustic ground, i.e., as a consequence of an attempt to create a well-formed pitch-boosting
distribution. In other words, constraints on movement are argued to be empirically detectable and
justifiable by easily accessible E-language properties, exhibiting a sharp contrast with attempts that
blindly exploit features which cannot be observed other than their ability to trigger overt movement.*
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1. Introduction
Recent studies have reached the conclusion that a number of grammatical phenomena
and effects that have previously been argued to be syntactic in nature are indeed appropriately
explained on phonological grounds (Richards 2010, 2016, 2018; Branan 2018). An
illustrative example is the explanation/prediction of overt/covert movements. When we
discuss whether a given language is equipped with an overt wh-movement, it has been a
*
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grateful to the other members of the 2017 LSA Summer Institute workshop “phonological
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All remaining errors are, of course, my own.
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common practice to speak of the strength of the feature (‘strong’ vs. ‘weak’) and/or of the
presence/absence of an edge/EPP-feature. Researchers have, however, started being critical
about our optimistic exploitation of such assumptions. Two such recent comments are, for
example, cited below:
But this theoretical device merely rephrases the problem. It essentially is
equivalent to stating that “for some mysterious reason, which reminds us of some
properties of ‘viruses’ in medicine, overt movement must take place before
Spell-Out.” (Kitagawa 2017)
[T]he literature is quite forthright about being unable to predict which heads will
have this property (Richards 2016).
Rather than appealing to such a diacritic feature — whose existence is by no means
detectable other than being stipulated — we may attribute the motivation for movement to
other observable feature of natural language. Contiguity Theory, developed by Richards
(2010, 2016, 2018) and Branan (2018), claims that we can and should analyze some
otherwise mysterious grammatical facts as a consequence of principles about metrical and
prosodic structures, providing a unified explanation not only to the issue of overt/covert
wh-movements but also to affix supports, head-movements and wide range of intervention
effects.
The main purpose of this paper is to develop this phonology-oriented approach to
syntax by examining three puzzles about Japanese conditional clauses and their interaction
with the wh-element. In Section 2, the three puzzles are introduced; namely, (i) the adjunct
puzzle, (ii) the adverb puzzle and (iii) the scrambling puzzle. It will be shown that the
intervention-based pure syntactic approach is not adequate to explain the puzzles. As an
alternative, I will present a phonology-based explanation. In Section 3, the outline of
Contiguity Theory is introduced and, based on this, in Section 4, I will argue that acceptable
sentences and unacceptable sentences are predicted based on the well-formedness of their
prosodic structures. In so doing, I will modify some theoretical assumptions of the previous
studies by proposing a new condition, which I call CRYSTALLIZATION. In Section 5, I will
justify this novel claim by showing that this condition is a reflex of an acoustically reasonable
constraint on post-focal reductions. I will conclude the paper in Section 6.
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2. Japanese conditional clauses and three puzzles
2.1 Japanese conditional clauses
Before looking at the very puzzles, let us begin this section with two important facts
about Japanese conditional clauses. Japanese conditional clauses are different from those of
English in that (i) they have multiple complementizers that head conditional clauses and (ii)
they are accompanied with concord adverbs or kooo-no hukusi ‘adverbs of concord.’ First, in
Japanese, there are several conditional markers available to form the conditional clause (e.g.,
-(re)ba, -tara, and -nara). For example, in the three examples in (1), different
complementizers are used in the antecedent clause. Admittedly, they differ in nuance and
syntax (see for example, Mihara 2012; Yamada 2014) but the subsequent discussion does not
hinge upon the choice of the complementizers.
(1) Complementizers for conditional clauses
a. [

Satoo-o

ire-te-reba]

sugar-ACC put-PRF-if

oisiku-nat-ta-kamosirenai.
delicious-become-PST-may

‘If we had put sugar in it, it may have become sweeter.’
b. [

Satoo-o

ire-te-tara]

sugar-ACC put-PRF-if

oisiku-nat-ta-kamosirenai.
delicious-become-PST-may

‘If we had put sugar in it, it may have become sweeter.’
c. [

Satoo-o

ire-te-ta-nara]

sugar-ACC put-PRF-PST-if

oisiku-nat-ta-kamosirenai.
delicious-become-PST-may

‘If we had put sugar in it, it may have become sweeter.’
Second and more importantly, Japanese contains a set of adverbs associated with the
conditional clause, such as mosi, mosi-mo, kari-ni, and man-ga-iti, which have been called
CONCORD ADVERBS in traditional Japanese linguistics (Yamada 1936; Tokieda 1950;

Watanabe 1971; Kudo 1982, 2000; Sawada 1993; Morimoto 1994, 2011; Sugimura 2012).
Unfortunately, there is no good English adverb for the translation of these words, but the
following analogy may be useful to clarify their status. In order to encode the weak epistemic
modal meaning, English can use both the epistemic adverb maybe (which appears as an
adjunct) and the epistemic auxiliary may (which appears in a head position). This is a kind of
head-adjunct relation. Japanese also exhibits such a head-adjunct relation in the domain of
epistemic modals. But, in addition, this language is also equipped with such a head-adverb
correspondence in the conditional domain. The sentences in (2) are minimally different from
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(1) in that the antecedent contains a concord adverb mosi. If English had a word ‘ifbe’ — just
as maybe is the corresponding adverb for may — this would be the closest translation.
(2) Complementizers for conditional clauses
a. [ Mosi

satoo-o

ire-te-reba]

CON.ADV sugar-ACC put-PRF-if

oisiku-nat-ta-kamosirenai.
delicious-become-PST-may

‘If we had put sugar in it, it may have become sweeter.’
b. [ Mosi

satoo-o

ire-te-tara]

CON.ADV sugar-ACC put-PRF-if

oisiku-nat-ta-kamosirenai.
delicious-become-PST-may

‘If we had put sugar in it, it may have become sweeter.’
c. [ Mosi

satoo-o

ire-te-ta-nara]

CON.ADV sugar-ACC put-PRF-PST-if

oisiku-nat-ta-kamosirenai.
delicious-become-PST-may

‘If we had put sugar in it, it may have become sweeter.’
The semantic contribution of this word is to intensify the hypotheticality of the
proposition depicted in the conditional clause. For example, due to the presence of mosi, the
hypotheticality of the antecedent clauses in (2)a is considered stronger than that of (1)a,
which resembles the fact that multiple instances of weak epistemic modal elements intensify
the hypotheticality; if we compare (3) with (4), we feel that the hypotheticality expressed by
(3) is stronger than (4).
(3) Maybe, he may come.
(4) He may come.
Three observations deserve our attention. First, this item is an adverb and thus it is an
optional element; one can make a conditional clause with or without its existence, as
illustrated in (1) and (2). As shown in (5), the fact that mosi alone cannot form a conditional
clause also suggests that this is not a head of the conditional clause but an adverb.
(5) Mosi conditional without -ba (-tara/-nara)
*[ Mosi

satoo-o

CON.ADV sugar-ACC

ire-te ],

oisiku

nat-ta-kanaa?

put-PRF

delicious become-PST-Q

‘If we had put sugar in it, would it have become delicious? (intended)’
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This is a difference from English maybe. Maybe does not presuppose the existence of may in
the corresponding head position. For example, in addition to (3) and (4), (6) is also an
acceptable sentence in English. But mosi requires there to be a corresponding head and (5) is
syntactically illicit.
(6) Maybe, he comes.
Second, this adverb is related only to the conditional clause, not to any other kind of
adverbial clause such as temporal clauses or reason clauses, as in (7).
(7) Mosi in temporal and reason clauses
*[ Mosi

satoo

CON.ADV sugar

ire-te-ta-{toki/kara}]

oisiku-nat-ta-kamosirenai.

put-PRF-PST-when/because

delicious-become-PST-may

‘When/because we had put sugar in it, it may have become sweeter (intended).’
Third, contrary to its historical origin, this adverb is no longer observed in the matrix
clause, as in (8).1
(8) Mosi in matrix clauses
{Mosikasite/*Mosi} inai

aida-ni

uwaki-o

s-iterir-u-kamosirenai.

{perhaps/CON.ADV} absent time-during seven-year-itch-ACC do-PRG-PRS-may
‘Perhaps, she has had an affair with someone while I was absent.’

1

Diachronically speaking, this adverb is derived from an epistemic modal adverb. The example
below is taken from a text written in the 10th century, which includes mosi in a non-conditional
environment.
(i) Mosi as an epistemic modal particle
(Kokinwakasyu Vol.18, 994)
[mosi
naki
ma-ni
kotogokoro-mo-ya
ar-u]-to
utagap-ite,
maybe absent time-during seven-year itch-SFP-SFP
be-PRS-that doubt-and
‘he doubted “maybe, there is a seven-year itch in her while I am absent” and …’
One can find this type of epistemic mosi especially in the literature written early in the 20th century,
but nowadays, it has become obsolete and its epistemic modal origin is only visible in some fossilized
expressions as in (ii).
(ii) Expressions developed out of mosi
a. Epistemic modal adverb ‘maybe, perhaps’:
mosi-ya, (mosi-ka,) mosi-ka-s-ite, mosi-ka-sur-u-to, mosi-ka-s-itara, …
b. Disjunction ‘or’:
(mosi-wa,) mosi-ku-wa, …
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2.2 Three puzzles
Japanese conditional clauses and concord adverbs give us three challenging puzzles in
interaction with wh-elements. Here, we will examine these three puzzles.
2.2.1 Puzzle 1: adjunct puzzle
The first puzzle is what I call the ADJUNCT PUZZLE, which is about the well-known
typological difference concerning the wh-phrase that originates in the adjunct clause. As is
known, English cannot extract the wh-phrase out of the adjunct clause (= (9)). The
corresponding Japanese data is given in (10), which, unlike English example, is by all means
acceptable. Why does such a typological difference emerge and how can we predict the
well-formedness in (10)?
(9) English
*Whati would the soup become more delicious [CP if I had put whati in it]?
(10) Japanese
[CP [CP

Nani-o

ire-te-tara] oisik-u

what-ACC put-PRF-if

nat-ta

ka-naa]?

delicious-ADV become-PST Q-SFP

‘Whati would (it) have become delicious [CP if I had put whati in it]? (lit.)’
(cf., what would have made it delicious if I had put it in?)
2.2.2 Puzzle 2: adverb puzzle
The acceptable sentence in (10), however, becomes unacceptable, if there is a concord
adverb within the conditional clause. Typically, adverbial phrases are transparent in
wh-extraction. For example, the sentence in (11)b is no less acceptable than the sentence in
(11)a and (11)c is no more grammatical than (11)d.
(11) a. Who did you go to Spain with?
b. Who did you go to Spain with last summer?
c. *Whati would the soup become more delicious [CP if I had put whati in it]?
d. *Whati would the soup become more delicious [CP if I had put whati in it at that time]?
Likewise, temporal adverbs in Japanese do not make the sentence any less or any more
licit than the corresponding sentence without an adverbial phrase. For example, the sentence
in (12)b is just as good as the sentence in (12)a.
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(12) Temporal adverbial phrases
a. [CP [CP

Nani-o

ire-te-tara] oisik-u

what-ACC put-PRF-if

nat-ta

ka-naa]?

delicious-ADV become-PST Q-SFP

‘Whati would (it) have become delicious [CP if I had put whati in it]? (lit.)’
b. [CP [CP

Anotoki

nani-o

ire-te-tara] oisik-u

that time what-ACC put-PRF-if

nat-ta

ka-naa]?

delicious-ADV become-PST Q-SFP

‘Whati would (it) have become delicious [CP if I had put whati in it at that time]? (lit.)’
However, if a concord adverb is used, the acceptability of the sentence is degraded. For
example, observe the following pair in (13); n.b., the sentence in (13)a is the same as (12)a.
In (13)b, an adverb mosi is put in place of ano toki ‘that time’ and this replacement makes the
sentence unacceptable.
(13) Concord adverbs
a. [CP [CP

Nani-o

ire-te-tara] oisik-u

what-ACC put-PRF-if

nat-ta

ka-naa]?

delicious-ADV become-PST Q-SFP

‘Whati would (it) have become delicious [CP if I had put whati in it]? (lit.)’
b. *[CP [CP Mosi

nani-o

ire-te-tara] oisik-u

CON.ADV what-ACC put-PRF-if

nat-ta

ka-naa]?

delicious-ADV become-PST Q-SFP

‘Whati would (it) have become delicious [CP if I had put whati in it at that time]? (lit.)’
This is the second puzzle (the ADVERB PUZZLE). Why do concord adverbs, unlike
non-concord adverbs (e.g., temporal adverbs), disallow the in-situ wh-phrase, which, as we
saw in 2.2.1, is acceptable otherwise?
2.2.3 Puzzle 3: scrambling puzzle
Importantly, however, we can ameliorate the sentence in (13)b, by changing the order
of the wh-phrase and the concord adverb. This is illustrated in (14).2 When the concord
2

The acceptability judgement about the sentence in (14)b seems to vary among native speakers.
Some say that the sentence in (14)b is just as good as the sentence in (10), while, for others, the
sentence in (14)b is marginally acceptable; n.b., as will be discussed in the subsequent sections, in
order for the sentence to be accepted, the sentence should be pronounced in a particular prosodic
contour. Although detailed examinations on the inter-speaker variation need to be done in future
studies, there seems to exist a robust observation that even those who judge the sentence in (14)b to
be not as good as the baseline sentence in (10) find that the sentence in (14)b is, at least, better than
(14)a. Thus, this paper assumes that the acceptability judgments are ordered s.t., (10) ≥ (14)b > (14)a
and puts a question mark for (14)b.
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adverb mosi precedes the wh-phrase as in (14)a (= (13)b), the sentence is unacceptable. But,
if nani-o is scrambled to the front of the embedded clause (= (14)b), the sentence sounds
much better (for Japanese scrambling, see for example Kuroda 1965; Muraki 1974; Inoue
1976; Harada 1977; Saito 1989, 1992, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2010; Miyagawa 2003, 2005, 2012;
Agbayani et al. 2015; Yoshimura 2017).
(14) a. *[CP [CP Mosi

nani-o

ire-te-tara] oisik-u

CON.ADV what-ACC put-PRF-if

nat-ta

ka-naa]?

delicious-ADV become-PST Q-SFP

‘What would (it) have become delicious [CP if I had put in it]? (lit.)’
b. ?[CP [CP Nani-o

mosi

ire-te-tara] oisik-u

what-ACC CON.ADV put-PRF-if

nat-ta

ka-naa]?

delicious-ADV become-PST Q-SFP

‘What would (it) have become delicious [CP if I had put in it]? (lit.)’
This data suggests that, if a concord adverb is present, the scrambling of the wh-phrase
is required, apparently contradicting a well-accepted view that scrambling is optional (as for
the optionality, see discussions in the following studies; Saito 1985; Hoji 1985; Kuroda 1988;
Miyagawa 2003, 2011). This is the SCRAMBLING PUZZLE; why is (14)b acceptable?
2.3 Intervention effect?
In Yamada (2014: 48-50), I argued that the unacceptability of (14)a is attributed to a
syntactic ill-formedness, i.e., an ill-formedness coming from a feature intervention effect. The
assumptions in that paper are twofold. First, the nani-o ‘what-ACC’ undergoes a covert
movement as illustrated in (15). Second, conditional concord adverbs have the same feature
as the moving element, which is claimed to be the feature of uncertainty. The intuition behind
this second assumption is that nani-o ‘what-ACC’ is involved with a speech act of making a
question in the discourse that is triggered by the speaker’s uncertainty about the described
proposition, and mosi also denotes uncertainty because it strengthens the degree of
hypotheticality. Under these two assumptions, I argued that mosi ‘CON.ADV,’ but not ano toki
‘(at) that time,’ triggers an intervention effect, making the sentence in (14)a unacceptable.
(15) …

[CP Mosi

nani-o

ire-te-tara]

*
However, this analysis has the following problems. First, the assumption that mosi and
nani-o have competing functions is dubious. If linguistic elements that denote uncertainty
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have an interaction with wh-elements, it is predicted that the sentences what could it be? and
what do you think he could make? would also be ruled out, contrary to the fact. Second, and
more importantly, the acceptability of (14)b cannot be accounted for. In this sentence, nani-o
is overtly scrambled over mosi. The above theory predicts that the sentence should be
unacceptable for the same reason. Nevertheless, this sentence is accepted unlike the sentence
in (14)a.
Failure of such an intervention-based syntactic analysis, thus, makes us pursue a
different direction. In the next section, I present a phonology-oriented view that regards the
unacceptability of the above sentences as a violation of prosodic requirement.
3. Contiguity Theory
3.1 Outline
The framework I adopt in this paper is that of Contiguity Theory (hereafter CT),
proposed and developed by Richards (2010, 2016, 2018). This theory is based on the standard
Minimalist Program (MP, Chomsky 1995, 2000, 2001) except for its central claim that syntax
makes more reference to phonology than is generally assumed. Under the traditional MP,
phonological operations are assumed to take place at PF and we must wait for all the
syntactic operations to finish in order to manipulate phonological substance. In contrast, CT
assumes that the narrow syntax begins the construction of a prosodic representation as well as
a syntactic representation, and that these two structures are isomorphic to each other. That is,
during the course of derivation, if the prosodic tree is somehow modified, the syntactic tree
must also be changed to maximize their correspondence and vice versa.
One illustrative example is the wh-movement. Consider the derivation of the free
relative, e.g., [CP what your sister bought]. Step 1 in (16) illustrates the situation wherein
probe C is merged. In addition to the syntactic tree in (16)a, the corresponding prosodic tree
is also created, as in (16)b; in Richards (2016), the algorithm of Match Theory is taken for
granted in the process of creating this prosodic tree, which I also take to be the case
throughout this paper (see for example Selkirk 2009, 2011; Elfner 2012; Clemens 2014;
Bennett, Elfner and McCloskey 2016).
(16) Step 1
a. syntactic structure:

[CP C [TP your sister [bought what ] ] ]

b. prosodic structure:

(α C ( ( your sister) ( bought what) ) )
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Richards (2010, 2016, 2018) further proposes what he calls the CONTIGUITY
REQUIREMENT; a phonological requirement that there should exist a phonological node φ

dominating the probe and the goal, such that the goal is at its prosodic active edge of the
given language; e.g., in English, it is identified as the left edge. Below are the relevant
definitions.
(17) Contiguity requirement (Richards 2016: 195)
If α either Agrees with or selects β, α and β must be dominated by a single prosodic
node, within which β is Contiguity-prominent.
(18) Contiguity-prominence (Richards 2016: 115)
α is Contiguity-prominent within φ if α is adjacent to a prosodically active edge of φ.
In (16)b, the node α is the candidate of this phonological node φ. But, unfortunately,
what is not at its left edge. As a remedy, what moves to adjoin the tree to create another node
β within which what is at the left edge and C is dominated (= (19)b), resulting in the prosodic
tree in (20)b. The contiguity requirement is now checked, meaning that the prosodic structure
is well-formed. The syntactic tree, which tries to be isomorphic to this phonological tree, has
a wh-movement, yielding the tree in (20)a.
(19) Step 2
a. syntactic structure:

[CP C [TP your sister [bought what ] ] ]

b. prosodic structure:

(α C ( ( your sister) ( bought what) ) )

(20) Step 3
a. syntactic structure:

[CP what C [TP your sister [bought ti ] ] ]

b. prosodic structure:

(β (what) (α C ( ( your sister) ( bought ) ) ) )

Japanese is also analyzed as a left-edge active language (Richards 2010, 2016). In (21)b,
the wh-element nani-o ‘what-ACC’ is not contiguous to its probe -ka, so we need to take
action to ameliorate the prosodic structure.
(21) Step 1
a. syntactic structure:

[CP [TP kimi-no

oneesan-ga

you-GEN sister-NOM
b. prosodic structure:

(α ( ( kimi-no

[nani-o

katta] ]

what-ACC bought

oneesan-ga) ( nani-o

katta) )

ka]
C

ka )
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Instead of resorting to wh-movement, we can improve the prosodic tree by adjoining
the prosodic constituent kimi-no oneesan-ga ‘your sister’ to the node α so that the wh-element
is adjacent to the left edge of node α, as illustrated in (23)b. In other words, since the
prosodic tree can be improved by this string-vacuous movement, Japanese does not have to
obligatorily make the wh-movement. This altruistic movement in the prosodic tree is called
the GROUPING operation (Richards 2016: 82; Branan 2018: 199).
(22) Step 2
a. syntactic structure:

[CP [TP kimi-no

oneesan-ga

you-GEN sister-NOM
b. prosodic structure:

[nani-o

katta] ]

what-ACC bought

ka]
C

(α ( ( kimi-no

oneesan-ga) ( nani-o

katta) )

ka )

[CP [TP kimi-no

oneesan-ga

katta] ]

ka]

(23) Step 3
a. syntactic structure:

you-GEN sister-NOM
b. prosodic structure:

(γ ( kimi-no

oneesan-ga)

(α

[nani-o

what-ACC bought
( nani-o katta)

C

ka ))

(24) Grouping (Richards 2016: 142)
Take a pair of prosodic nodes α and β, and create a φ that dominates them both.
Three comments are in order. First, emphasis should be put on the fact that we can
succeed in explaining the motivation for the wh-movement without resorting to any viral
features. In place of an EPP-feature, there is a phonological requirement. Both Grouping and
wh-movement are considered phonological remedies for the same problem and they happen
in the prosodic tree, not primarily in the syntactic structure.
Second, language variation comes from the prosodic active edge (Richards 2010, 2016,
2018). In English, as discussed above, the left-edge is assumed to be active. The question is
whether this is just a theory-internal stipulation or something we can empirically predict. As a
response to this question, Richards argues that the active edge is empirically predicted by
examining the pitch-boosting pattern of stressed syllables of the given language (Richards
2018). For example, Japanese is considered a left-edge active language, because it shows a
left-edge boosting (aka., downstep). Richards convincingly demonstrates that this prediction
is borne out in many languages and, in cases where it appears to be violated, we can find a
good reason that explains why (see Richards 2010, 2016, 2018 for details).
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Finally, as clearly indicated by the two-row representations from (16) to (23), the
prosodic tree is created in parallel with the syntactic derivation, in sharp contrast with the
framework that assumes the post-syntactic phonology.
3.2 Notation
As seen above, the active edge in the prosodic tree plays an important role in CT. In the
tree representation, I would use a vertical line to indicate an active edge, in place of
opening/closing parentheses which have been used in previous studies; this is just for the
sake of ease in interpretation. Via Merge, two syntactic objects α and β are combined to form
a new object γ (= (25)a). If the given language has a left-edge active property, the prosodic
tree corresponding to this syntactic object is given in (25)b; if it is a right-edge active
language, the syntactic tree in (25)a is mapped to (25)c.
(25)

γ

a.
α

b.
β

φγ
φα

φβ

φα

(φγ

b’.
(φα

φγ

c.

φγ)

c’.
(φβ

φβ

φα)

φβ)

4. Analysis
4.1 Adjunct puzzle
So, how do we explain the three puzzles? Consider the adjunct puzzle first, i.e., the
sentence in (10) (= (12)a), repeated here as (26) below.
(26) Japanese
[CP [CP

Nani-o

ire-te-tara] oisik-u

what-ACC put-PRF-if

nat-ta

ka-naa]?

delicious-ADV become-PST Q-SFP

‘Whati would (it) have become delicious [CP if I had put whati in it]? (lit.)’
The prosodic tree of this sentence is schematically drawn in (27). The
contiguity-prominent element, i.e., the circled goal element (nani-o ‘what’), is at the left edge
of the node φ2, which also dominates the corresponding probe C-head, i.e., the boxed element
(-ka ‘Q’), satisfying the contiguity requirement. Hence, it is licit.
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φ2

.

…

13

C
-ka

φ1
C
-tara
wh
Even when we have an extra element at the beginning of the adjunct clause as in (28),
the grouping operation enables us to establish a contiguity relation between the wh-element
and the corresponding probe (-ka). The prosodic tree in (29)a is transformed to (29)b, in
which the circled element is at the left edge of φ2.
(28) [CP [CP

Anotoki nani-o

ire-te-tara]

that time what-ACC put-PRF-if

oisik-u

nat-ta

ka-naa]?

delicious-ADV become-PST Q-SFP

‘Whati would (it) have become more delicious [CP if I had put ti in it then]? (lit.)’
(29) Grouping
a.

b.
φ2

.

C
-ka

…
φ1

φ3
ano toki φ2
‘that time’
φ1

C
-tara
ano toki
‘that time’

C
-ka

…

wh

C
-tara
wh

(*)

4.2 Adverb puzzle
However, we cannot explain the unacceptability of the sentence in (13)b (repeated here
as (30)) by only relying on the contiguity requirement. The concord adverb mosi is no less an
adverbial phrase than the temporal adverb anotoki ‘at that time.’ The prosodic tree should
look the same as (29)a, which we predict we can ameliorate by Grouping. The contiguity
requirement is predicted to be fulfilled. So, the sentence in (30) should be as good as (28),
contrary to the fact.
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(30) *[CP [CP

Mosi

nani-o

ire-te-tara] oisik-u

CON.ADV what-ACC put-PRF-if

nat-ta

ka-naa]?

delicious-ADV become-PST Q-SFP

‘Whati would (it) have become delicious [CP if I had put whati in it at that time]? (lit.)’
To explain this, I make two novel claims. First, concord adverbs like mosi are also
contiguity prominent elements; these establish a probe-goal relation with the corresponding
conditional head. One empirical motivation comes from the fact that mosi shows a high pitch
boosting in pitch contour, just like wh-elements (cf., Figure 2 and Figure 3 below). Being a
contiguity prominent element, mosi needs to respect the contiguity requirement. Second, I
assume that there exists another requirement on the prosodic tree that defines well-formed
contiguity relations, which I call CRYSTALLIZATION:
(31) Crystallization: In the linear configuration, …X…Y…Z…,
a potentially contiguity prominent element Y cannot be contiguity prominent, if X and Z
have already created a contiguity relation.
For example, consider the tree in (32). Assume we want to make two independent
contiguity relations — first, between X and Z and, then, between Y and W. In (32), the two
chains of contiguity relations seem licit in that the contiguity prominent element appears at
the left edge (= they both appear at the bottom of the vertical lines). However, Y falls within
the contiguity region created by X and Z. What the requirement in (31) bans is such a
configuration wherein a contiguity-prominent element appears inside another contiguity
chain. We can metaphorically paraphrase the idea as follows. The contiguity region X-Z has
‘crystallized’ so that elements within this domain should lose their prominence. Hence, Y
cannot form the expected contiguity relation with W as long as it stays in this crystallized
region.

CONTIGUITY THEORY AND CRYSTALLIZATION
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(32)

X

W
Z
Y

The only difference between (28) and (30) lies in the fact that the sentence in (30) has
two independent contiguity relations. First, the contiguity relation between nani-o ‘what-ACC’
and -ka ‘C’ is checked in both sentences. Second, (30) has a concord adverb. Thus, in
addition to the contiguity relation of the wh-phrase, this sentence has to form another
contiguity relation between mosi and -tara. The tree in (33)a is the prosodic tree for the
adjunct clause. Since mosi is on the left edge of φ1, which dominates its partner -tara, the
contiguity relation for the concord adverb is satisfied. However, at this moment, the
wh-element, nani-o ‘what-ACC’ is stranded, because the corresponding probe -ka has not
been merged into the tree. The tree in (33)b illustrates the moment, where the -ka is merged
into the main clause. Because mosi stays in the left-edge of φ2, we may want mosi to make a
string vacuous movement via Grouping, so nani-o ‘what-ACC’ is ready to be contiguous to its
probe. However, with or without Grouping, the linear order of the items are the same and,
both in (33)b and (33)c, nani-o ‘what-ACC’ is sandwiched by mosi and -tara. Because of the
crystallization, nani-o ‘what-ACC’ loses its salience, so we fail to establish the expected
relation between the two elements. Thus, the word order in (30) never lets us check the
contiguity requirement.
(33)

a.

b.

c.
φ3
mosi
…
φ1

φ1

-ka

-tara
mosi

wh-

φ2
φ1

-tara
mosi

wh-

-ka
-tara

wh-
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4.3 Scrambling puzzle
However, just as English wh-movement serves as a remedy for the violation of the
contiguity requirement, we can circumvent the ill-formed configuration in (33)b, by letting
the wh-element make an altruistic movement; n.b., ‘altruistic’ here means that the movement
is not triggered by an intrinsic feature of the wh-element but rather it is done in order to
contribute to create an acceptable prosodic geometry. The derivation is shown in (34). The
course of the derivation is exactly the same up to (33)b but, instead of mosi, we move the
wh-element. In (34)c, the contiguity relation between the wh-element and the matrix C is
satisfied, because nani-o ‘what-ACC’ has now escaped from the crystallized region and has
recovered its prominence. The contiguity relation between the nani-o and -ka has now been
successfully established, yielding a well-formed sentence. Even though mosi falls inside the
crystallized region, this does not cause any problem, because the contiguity requirement
between mosi and -tara has already been checked in (34)a.
(34)

a.

b.

c.
φ3
wh…
φ1

φ1

-ka

-tara
mosi

wh-

φ2
φ1

-tara
mosi

wh-

-ka
-tara

mosi

To recap, this section has provided answers to the three puzzles within the framework
of CT, without assuming any diacritic features. Acceptable and unacceptable sentences
discussed in this paper are all explained on phonological grounds; the contiguity requirement,
the wh-movement in the prosodic tree, Grouping and Crystallization. First, the adjunct puzzle
comes from the fact that English cannot improve the prosodic tree via Grouping, unlike
Japanese. Second, the adverb puzzle is attributed to the fact that Crystallization nullifies
Grouping. Third, the scrambling puzzle is also understood as a remedy to avoid an ill-formed
prosodic configuration, just as English wh-movement is triggered on phonological grounds.
In all these cases, movements are motivated by the necessity of creating a prosodically
well-formed representation.
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5. Interpretation
One might wonder whether Crystallization is just a stipulation designed only to explain
the three puzzles above. But indeed, we can motivate and give a very natural interpretation to
this prosodic requirement. To see this, observe the pitch-contours in Figures 1 through 3,
which illustrate the prosodic profiles of (10), (13)b and (14)b.
The sentence in (10) contains only one contiguity prominent element, nani-o
‘what-ACC,’ which seeks for its corresponding probe element -ka ‘C.’ This correspondence is
reflected in the pitch-boosting and its post-focal reduction region (Maekawa 1991; Tomioka
1997; Deguchi and Kitagawa 2002; Ishihara 2002, 2003; Kitagawa 2005, 2017; see also
Kubo 2001 for Fukuoka Japanese). The contiguity prominent element triggers a high-pitch
boosting and the post-focal reduction continues until it hits its probe -ka(-naa). The double
headed arrows illustrate the relevant correspondence.
The sentence in (13)b has two contiguity prominent elements and, as is clearly seen in
Figure 2, each element is associated with pitch-boosting. However the two contiguity
relations, i.e., the two arrows, are ‘entangled,’ so to speak. The sentence in (14)b also has two
chains of probe-goal relations but one is nested inside the other.
Crystallization does not ban overlapping post-focal reductions. Rather, it rules out
non-nested relations. In the entangled situation, the post-focal reduction of mosi is interrupted
by the boosting of nani-o. On the other hand, in the nested configuration, the two relations
can coexist. By giving stronger pitch-boosting to nani-o and by assigning weaker
pitch-boosting to mosi, we can easily detect which boost corresponds to which head. By
observing crystallization, we end up having acoustically well-designed nested post-focal
reductions.
6. Conclusion
Why does human language exhibit the displacement property? The Strongest
Minimalist Thesis (STM) predicts that language is an optimal solution and importance of
interface conditions has been acknowledged since the inception of the Minimalist Program
(Chomsky 1995, 2000, 2001). The idea that the EPP-feature must be eliminated at the
interfaces is an instantiation of the spirit of this program; since it is not interpretable at the
interfaces, this virus has to be taken away. Movements are understood as a consequence of
the interface conditions. However, as a drawback, we have used a mysterious diacritic feature
whose existence is just a restatement of the problem.
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nani-o

ire

-te

-tara

oisiku

nat-ta

ka-naa

Figure 1 Pitch contour for the sentence in (10) (= (12)a and (26)) (well-formed pitch contour).

mosi

nani-o

ire

-te

-tara

oisiku

nat-ta

ka-naa

Figure 2 Pitch contour for the sentence in (13)b (= (30)) (ill-formed pitch contour).

nani-o

mosi

ire

-te

-tara

oisiku

nat-ta

ka-naa

Figure 3 Pitch contour for the sentence in (14)b (well-formed pitch contour).
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If we pursue an EPP-free syntax, interface conditions are good candidates that are
likely to be responsible for the motivation for movements. Contiguity Theory pushes this idea,
arguing that phonological conditions play more roles in syntax than we traditionally assume
and that apparent syntactic differences between languages are always the consequence of
more fundamental phonological and morphological parameters. Furthermore, CT argues that
movements are triggered by phonological requirements of the prosodic tree, which is built in
parallel with the syntactic tree. The architecture of this theory enables us to dispense with a
strange theoretical construct while maintaining the important spirit of phonology/
semantics-oriented syntax.
By discussing three puzzles regarding Japanese conditional clauses and their interaction
with wh-elements and concord adverbs, this paper has investigated this theoretical possibility
and has proposed that a requirement on the prosodic tree — the contiguity requirement
(Richards 2010, 2016, 2018; Branan 2018) — should obey another condition, which I call
CRYSTALLIZATION. This is a meta-criterion, in the sense that it is a requirement for the

contiguity requirement, which distinguishes between well-formed configurations (in which
the contiguity requirement can be checked) and ill-formed configurations (in which it
misfires).
Emphasis should be placed on the fact that the existence of such a condition is justified
on an acoustic ground, that is, as a consequence of an attempt to create a well-formed
pitch-boosting distribution. Crystallization guarantees that the post-focal reductions are
nested. In the non-nested configuration, it is difficult for us to acoustically relate the
contiguity prominent elements to their probes. This constraint is, thus, understood as a natural
consequence of a well-designed acoustic property of natural languages. In other words,
constraints on movement are argued to be empirically detectable and justifiable by easily
accessible E-language properties, exhibiting a sharp contrast with attempts that blindly
exploit features which cannot be observed other than their ability to trigger overt movement.
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